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Abstract
Generational Mark-Sweep Garbage Collection is a widely used
garbage collection technique. However, the garbage collector has
poor execution efficiency for large programs. Aggressive collection
causes execution pauses in the program, while reducing the collec-
tion frequency leads to memory wastage. In this work, we develop
FastCollect, a parallel version of the generational mark-sweep
garbage collector running on a graphics processing unit (GPU). At
the core of our parallel implementation lies a parallel Depth First
Search using a space-efficient concurrent stack, which we develop
for the young and the mature garbage collection. To further improve
performance, (i) we reduce thread-divergence and improve load-
balancing by devising a distributed work-stealing approach, (ii) we
optimize our garbage collection algorithm to reduce the number of
atomic instructions, (iii) we exploit the memory hierarchy to de-
sign a hybrid stack, and (iv) we extract multiple adjacent objects
simultaneously by exploiting vectorized memory accesses. We im-
plemented FastCollect in Java Hotspot VM and evaluated our
results by executing DaCapo benchmarks. FastCollect is 4-5×
faster than the Parallel Hotspot garbage collector and 42% faster
than a previous GPU implementation. In addition, while the exist-
ing GPU version requires memory linear in the number of com-
pute units, FastCollect’s memory requirement is fixed and low.
FastCollect not only improves execution time of garbage collec-
tion, but also relieves the CPU for improved user interaction.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Processors]: Mem-
ory management (garbage collection); I.3.1 [Hardware Architec-
ture]: Parallel Processing

General Terms Design, Experimentation, Languages, Perfor-
mance, Algorithms

Keywords generational garbage collection, mark and sweep garbage
collection, parallel garbage collection, SIMT, GPU

1. Introduction
Garbage Collection (GC) is a mechanism to reclaim the unreach-
able memory of a running program. GC relieves programmers
from the burden of deallocating unused memory regions, and in
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Figure 1. Example graph and result of DFS and BFS. When b is
accessed, d is also loaded in cache in case of DFS (spatial locality).
Whereas, in case of BFS, c is loaded in cache instead of d.

turn, of memory management. Several managed programming lan-
guages such as C#, Java, and Python provide GC facility to the
programmer. Even in languages such as C and C++, where the
programmer is responsible for memory management, GC can be
supported using collectors such as Boehm garbage collector [3]. A
category of widely used collectors is generational garbage collec-
tors (GGC) [13, 21]. A GGC tracks various generations of garbage
(youngest, elder, further elder, ..., mature) and prioritizes younger
garbage collection over the elder one. The priority is derived from
the observation that new objects generate a substantial portion of
the overall garbage. For instance, we observe in our experiments
that the number of times a young collection gets invoked in Da-
Capo benchmarks is about 130× more than that of a mature col-
lection. It has been established that compared to other collectors
such as mark-and-sweep, a GGC results in low application pauses.
This improves interaction and makes GGC a preferred choice in
quick-response-time scenarios. Unfortunately, as the programs be-
come large and exhibit complex patterns of memory allocation, the
response time of a GGC gets adversely affected.

One way to improve GGC efficiency is by parallelizing it, tak-
ing advantage of the available hardware. Former research has suc-
cessfully parallelized GGC on multi-core CPUs [1, 4]. However,
an inherent limitation of CPU parallelization is that the CPU needs
to spend cycles in collecting garbage, which could have been used
for program execution. Another way to improve GC efficiency and
decrease application pauses due to GC is to use Concurrent collec-
tors [20]. However, efficient concurrent collectors need more pro-
cessors and memory than that required by a stop-the-world collec-
tor. Systems-on-chip are at a disadvantage in this case because they
have relatively lower memory and a smaller number of processors.
To address this limitation, GC could be offloaded to a separate de-
vice, leaving the CPU to perform other tasks such as just-in-time
(JIT) compilation or executing code from mutator threads. GPUs
are a promising fit for offloading GC, and have been proposed as an
alternative to CPU for performing garbage collection [11, 15]. Un-
fortunately, discrete GPUs incur considerable overhead for copying
data back-and-forth the two devices. This limits the amount of par-
allelism obtained using GPUs. Current techniques for offloading



GC to GPU [11, 15] perform breadth-first search (BFS) on the root
set of objects to determine all the reachable objects, while the cur-
rent CPU-based parallel and serial GGC techniques perform depth-
first search (DFS) on the root set to determine all the reachable
objects. An advantage of performing DFS over BFS is improved
spatial locality, as DFS places root and its children closer in mem-
ory [12]. Figure 1 illustrates this distinction between BFS and DFS
with an example. Objects d and e are closer to their parents (b and
c respectively) in case of DFS, while away in case of BFS. Hence,
current techniques are not fully well-suited for copying garbage
collectors such as GGCs which copy young objects from younger
to an older generation. The issue gets exacerbated with larger and
more complex programs, and higher execution times.

We propose to use integrated GPUs (CPU and GPU on the same
chip) for performing GC. Integrated GPUs enable zero-copy oper-
ations leading to improved performance. A key step of GC is to de-
tect all the reachable references from a designated set of root nodes.
Our technique performs DFS over each root object in parallel to
determine all the reachable objects. Since DFS is considered to be
inherently sequential [18], our technique performs multiple inde-
pendent DFS in parallel and uses a concurrent stack with atomic
operations to prevent processing a single object multiple times.

In this paper, we present FastCollect, a technique to of-
fload generational mark-and-sweep garbage collector on integrated
GPUs. Our parallel algorithm consists of two phases: young collec-
tion and mature collection. The former phase collects only young
generations, while the latter collects the oldest generation. Dur-
ing mature collection, our algorithm performs parallel depth-first
searches from all the root objects and marks all the objects that
are reachable from each root object. In the young collection, our
algorithm performs DFS over each root object and the elements
in the write-barrier set in parallel (a write-barrier set stores a sub-
set of objects of interest). To maintain and share the traced objects
across threads, we implement a hybrid stack, which is a combi-
nation of a local and a global stack. Synchronization being one
of the primary performance bottlenecks, we perform optimiza-
tions to carefully choose the appropriate synchronization mecha-
nism (atomics versus barriers) to implement the hybrid stack. We
further optimize our implementation to handle thread-divergence
on GPUs when a root object generates long narrow tails or may
have load imbalance in the number of references. We implemented
FastCollect in OpenCL 1.2 and integrated it with Java Hotspot
VM [17]. We used several microbenchmarks and DaCapo bench-
marks [2] to compare the performance of our technique against two
other implementations: implementation of the technique by Maas et
al. [15] and Hotspot’s Parallel Generational Garbage Collector (en-
abled by both the command-line switches -XX:+UseParallelGC
and -XX:+UseParallelOldGC). We found that FastCollect is
both time- and space-efficient compared to these techniques.

This paper makes the following contributions.

• We exploit DFS for parallelizing the reachability computation
of the young and the mature collections. For effective DFS, we
propose a space-efficient stack (Section 3).
• We present several optimizations (atomic optimization, hybrid

stack, load-balancing and vectorization optimization) for the
working of DFS on GPUs (Section 4).
• We present a low overhead strategy for creating the heap refer-

ence graph and keeping it up-to-date (Section 5).
• We perform extensive evaluation of FastCollect against ex-

isting multi-core and GPU implementations (Section 6). Our
results indicate that:

FastCollect is 4-5× faster than Java Hotspot’s Parallel
GC

FastCollect is 42% faster and memory efficient than the
existing state-of-the-art.

Hotspot with FastCollect on an average performs 10%
better than Hotspot with ParallelGC and 4.3% better than
Hotspot with current state-of-the-art GPU based GC.

FastCollect performance scales well with the increase of
heap size from 500 MB to 3000 MB.

2. Background
We briefly describe GGC and OpenCL in this section.

2.1 Generational Garbage Collection
Generational garbage collection is a type of partial collection
wherein a part of the heap is garbage collected in one collection
cycle. Generational garbage collection is based on the hypothe-
sis that most objects die young. Hence, it is better to collect these
young objects first instead of collecting the full heap. In genera-
tional garbage collection, heap is divided into fixed size n+1 gen-
erations numbered 0, 1, 2, ..., n. New objects are allocated from the
youngest generation, which is generation 0.

When generation 0 fills up (each generation has a fixed size), it
is garbage collected, i.e., all the reachable objects from this gener-
ation are moved to generation 1. Now generation 0 is empty and all
the new allocations could happen in generation 0. When generation
0 again fills up, it is garbage-collected and all the reachable objects
are moved to generation 1. It may happen that generation 1 also
fills up, in which case, generation 1 is garbage-collected and all the
reachable objects in it are moved to generation 2. This process hap-
pens to all the other generations also except for generation n. The
above process can be generalized to say that whenever a generation
i is garbage-collected then all its reachable objects are promoted to
generation i+1, until it reaches the oldest generation. Moreover, it is
evident that if a generation is garbage-collected then all its younger
generations would also have been garbage-collected.

To collect only young objects it is not required to traverse all the
objects starting from the root set. Generational garbage collection
also helps to decrease the number of objects to be traversed during
a collection. For every generation i (except if it is the oldest gener-
ation) a remembered set is maintained. This set remembers all the
objects in i+1 to n which have references to the objects in gener-
ation i. Hence, the root set for generation i includes remembered
sets for partition i and below. The most common implementation
of remembered set is using a write-barrier. When a write-barrier
encounters a write of reference in an object in older generation to
one in a younger generation, it is recorded in the write-barrier set.

When the oldest generation has to be collected, then all the
preceding generations have already been collected. This means
that only the oldest generation contains objects. Mark-sweep and
copying collection are the two most common ways to collect the
oldest generation. A generational garbage collector using a mark-
sweep phase for collecting the oldest generation is referred to as
generational mark-sweep garbage collector. In the mark phase, all
the reachable objects from the root set are marked. In the sweep
phase the memory allocated to the unmarked objects is freed. In this
paper, we focus on generational mark-sweep garbage collection. As
a generational garbage collector collects only a part of the heap, it
is often fast and useful in applications requiring shorter pauses.

2.2 OpenCL GPU Programming Model
GPU follows SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) execution
model. OpenCL kernel describes the computation to be performed
on GPU. A GPU contains several compute units and each compute
unit is functionally independent from the rest. Each compute unit
contains an instruction decoder and a number of stream processors.



Figure 2. Example graph and its representation

A command is issued by the host program which submits the kernel
for execution on GPU. The independent execution entity is work
unit which uses the same set of instructions defined by the kernel
across all threads. However, the behavior of each work unit may
vary because of the branch statements. A work unit corresponds to
a GPU thread. Every work unit is identified by its coordinates in
the integer index-space, which is created by OpenCL. These multi-
dimensional coordinates form a unique global ID for the work unit.

A number of work units are grouped together into a wavefront,
and multiple wavefronts are grouped into workgroups. Each work-
group is assigned a unique ID with the same dimensionality as the
index-space used for the work units. Every work unit is also as-
signed a unique local ID within a workgroup. Different GPUs sup-
port a different number of work units per workgroup.

There are three types of writable memories in the memory
hierarchy of OpenCL. Private memory is the memory of every
work-item; normally, these are registers. Private memory is also
the fastest and the smallest memory. Local memory is the mem-
ory shared by work-items inside a work-group. Local memory, al-
though bigger in size, has a higher latency than the private memory.
Global memory is shared by all the workgroups. Global memory is
bigger in size and also slower as compared to the local memory.
Traditionally, GPU requires data to be copied to the device mem-
ory. Currently, Intel and AMD GPUs support zero-copy operations
which do not require data to be copied to the device memory.

3. Our Approach
We now present our unoptimized versions of both young and ma-
ture collection algorithms, and defer optimizations to Section 4.

3.1 Reference Graph
Java Hotspot VM is written in C++. Garbage collection algorithms
make use of many C++ features like templates, polymorphism,
and inheritance, which are unavailable in OpenCL 1.2. This makes
GPU execution of Hotspot VM complicated. So we developed a
condensed version of heap called as heap reference graph.

A reference graph represents the structure of a part of memory at
an execution point. It is stored in a compressed sparse-row storage
(CSR) format, wherein vertices and edges occupy different arrays.
Every memory object is uniquely identified by a corresponding
vertex in the reference graph – both numbered by a unique integral
identifier, stored in a vertex array. The edge array contains only
the targets for the reference graph edges. Each vertex stores index
of the first outgoing edge in the edge array and the number of
outgoing edges. Besides this, every vertex also contains the address
of the original object and a marked integer. Figure 2 shows the
reference graph representation for an example graph. Vertex and
edge arrays are also shown in the figure. The first integer in each
box of the vertex array denotes the index of the first adjacent vertex
in the edge array and the second integer denotes the number of
adjacent vertices. This representation of reference graph provides
good locality and helps in reading adjacent vertices using vector

types (Section 4.3). A heap reference graph is simply a reference
graph representing the structure of the heap.

A heap reference graph is divided into different generation ref-
erence graphs. A generation reference graph represents the struc-
ture of a generation and contains a vertex array and an edge array,
and for efficient processing, we model them as contiguous parts
of vertex array and edge array of the heap reference graph. Every
generation has its own generation reference graph.

Hotspot makes use of C++ features such as templates and poly-
morphism to convert its internal representation of objects and
classes into OpenCL-friendly representation of reference graph.
There are two ways to create the heap reference graph: (i) static:
build the heap reference graph by traversing the heap just before
garbage collection, or (ii) dynamic: build and update the heap ref-
erence graph on-the-fly when mutator thread is running. We use the
dynamic approach for efficiency (more details in Section 5).

3.2 Mature Collection
Among the two phases of a mark-and-sweep collector, the sweep
phase is well-optimized [22]. It is the marking phase that can be
improved. The marking phase involves traversing the heap for ma-
ture collection. Young collection also performs a similar traversal
for identifying young objects. Therefore, we devise a new parallel
algorithm for marking.

The marking algorithm works on different root nodes in par-
allel with each root node assigned to a work-unit. The traversal
from a root can be performed in multiple ways, such as in breadth-
first (BFS) or depth-first (DFS) manner. BFS exhibits better par-
allelism while DFS has the advantage of better locality. We de-
sign FastCollect to run multiple parallel DFS for different roots.
Thus, it enjoys combined benefits of better locality as well as im-
proved parallelism. DFS needs a stack to store the nodes to be
traversed. One naı̈ve way to create a GPU-tailored stack is to as-
sign one stack for each workgroup and implement its (push and
pop) operations using atomic instructions. If a kernel is run with
16 work groups, this would mean allocating 16 times the memory
used by one stack. Maas et al. [15] use this approach to allocate
the queue storage (they use BFS). Moreover, the processing would
suffer from a large number of atomic operations. To solve this is-
sue, we present a space-efficient GPU-tailored stack. This stack ex-
ploits a simple but crucial property that each node can be part of
(owned by) only one DFS traversal. It uses the concepts of both a
linked list and an array. It allocates a global array of integers named
stack storage, which stores the elements. Each array element is ini-
tially reset (e.g., to a value -1). Each work unit has a private stack
and a private top variable. top stores the id of the node. Similar to
a linked list, here the value stored at any element is the index of
the next element in the stack. If the value stored at any index is -1,
then that element is not in the stack. If the value stored at any index
is -2, then that is the bottommost element of the stack. top stores
the id of the topmost element of the stack. If the value of top is
-1, then the stack is empty. Algorithm 1 describes the push opera-
tion of this stack. PUSH takes three parameters: stack storage,
top, and vertex to be pushed and returns new value of top. Algo-
rithm 2 describes the pop operation of this stack. POP takes two
parameters: stack storage, and ptrTop which is pointer to the
top variable and returns the top value of the stack after popping it.

Figure 3 shows two stacks using the same array. The first (blue)
contains elements 3 → 7 → 5, while the latter (green) contains
6 → 9. The end of each stack is indicated by node id -2. Blue top
points to the topmost element in the first stack. A new element will
be pushed at 1 because top points to 1.

Although, such a stack has low spatial locality but performance
degradation due to low spatial locality is overcome by simple and
fast algorithm (Section 6.1). Such a stack implementation is useful



Figure 3. GPU-tailored stacks

Algorithm 1 Push Operation
1: function PUSH(stack storage, top, vertex)
2: if top = -1 then
3: stack storage[vertex]← -2
4: else
5: stack storage[vertex]← top

return vertex

Algorithm 2 Pop Operation
1: function POP(stack storage, ptrTop)
2: to return← *ptrTop
3: if stack storage[*ptrTop] = -2 then
4: stack storage[*ptrTop]← *ptrTop← -1
5: else
6: *ptrTop← stack storage[*ptrTop]
7: stack storage[to return]← -1

return to return

Algorithm 3 Mature Collection Algorithm
1: procedure GPU MARK(vertices, edges, nodes, roots, n roots, stack)
2: id← get global id(0)
3: if id >= n roots then return
4: root← roots[id]
5: top← -1
6: vertices[root].marked← 1
7: top← push(stack, top, root)
8: while top ! = -1 do
9: u← pop (stack, &top)

10: for each edge (u, v) do
11: if atomic cmpxchg(&vertices[v].marked, 0, 1) = 0 then
12: top← push(stack, top, v)

to transfer across devices (compared to having arbitrarily separate
memory for each stack). There exist cases when two work-units try
to push the same node id in their respective stacks. However, due
to the invariant to be maintained by the stacks that each node can
be owned by only one DFS traversal, only one of the work-units
should be allowed to push the node id. This needs synchroniza-
tion. Our marking algorithm is implemented as an OpenCL kernel,
shown in Algorithm 3, which executes until the stack of each work-
unit is empty. In the beginning, root object ID assigned to each
work-unit is marked and pushed onto the stack for parallel process-
ing. In each iteration, an element is popped from the stack and its
neighbors are extracted, marked, and pushed onto the stack. We
use atomic cmpxchg in OpenCL to achieve atomic marking, which
ensures that a memory object is processed by only one work-unit.

OpenCL kernel GPU MARK (Algorithm 3) takes five parameters:
vertices and edges arrays of the heap reference graph, an array of
root nodes, global stack storage, and the number of root nodes.
Lines 2–5 perform the initial setup and return if id is not a valid
root. id is the global ID of the work unit. Lines 6–12 perform a
depth first search. Lines 6–7 push the root node to the stack and
mark it. Lines 8–12 execute a while loop where an element is
popped, its neighbors are then marked atomically if not marked ear-

Algorithm 4 Young Collection Algorithm
1: procedure YOUNG GPU MARK(vertices, edges, roots, stack, n roots,

n youngs, youngs, range, storage stack)
2: id← get global id(0)
3: if id ≥ n root then return
4: root← roots[id]
5: top← stop← -1
6: vertices[root].marked← 1
7: top← push(stack, top, root)
8: while top ! = -1 do
9: u← pop(stack, &top)

10: for each edge (u, v) do
11: if atomic cmpxchg(&vertices[v].marked, 0, 1) = 0 and ver-

tices[v].address < range then
12: top← push(stack, top, v)
13: stop← push(storage stack, stop, v)
14: if storage stack size = 0 then return
15: i← atomic add(&n youngs, storage stack size)
16: for j = i→ i + storage stack size do
17: youngs[i]← pop(storage stack, &stop)

lier and then pushed into the stack. Line 11 calls atomic cmpxchg
function which marks an unmarked node.

For mature generation collection both DFS and BFS would
produce the same result. But, we decided to use DFS because it
enables reuse of technique in both the collection algorithms, and
our experimental results indicate that mature generation collection
performs considerably better than the state-of-the-art (Section 6).

3.3 Young Collection
Our young collection algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. It needs
to perform more work than mature collection because the objects of
an older generation may have pointers to the objects of a younger
generation. Therefore, to collect the young objects, the algorithm
needs to travel the root objects of not only the young generation
but also the older generation. Thus, in addition to root nodes, every
work unit is also assigned the nodes of the corresponding objects
in the write-barrier. The Young collection algorithm runs for all
the collections except the oldest one which is collected by mature
collection algorithm (Section 3.2).

In the young generation collection, whenever a young object is
found to be reachable from a root, it is moved to the older gen-
eration. This process is different from the mark algorithm, which
marks all the reachable objects and deletes the unmarked objects.
Our young collection algorithm stores all the reachable young ob-
jects in a global array. Then Hotspot garbage collector moves all
the reachable young objects into mature generation.

Young collection algorithm, shown in Algorithm 4, takes a few
extra parameters over the mature collection Algorithm 3.

• n youngs: Total number of reachable young objects
• youngs: Array of all reachable young objects
• range: Maximum address of a young object
• storage stack: GPU-tailored stacks used by young collection

algorithm

Young collection starts with marking all the objects reachable
from a root. If a reachable object is young, then it is added to an
array of reachable young objects. A naı̈ve way to add reachable
young objects to an array is to use a global integer denoting the
current size of the array and increment this integer atomically to
add a reachable young object. However, this approach may lead
to several atomic operations. To reduce the number of atomics,
we use another array storing GPU-tailored stacks. The algorithm
marks each reachable young object and adds it to storage stack.



After DFS is completed on the root node, if the storage stack is
non-empty, the algorithm uses a single atomic add operation to
make space for the whole stack of size n youngs at once. All the
reachable nodes stored in storage stack are then copied to youngs.
This reduces the number of atomics used. One effect of using a
stack is that youngs would store objects in reverse order, as objects
are popped from storage stack. To address this, Hotspot copies
young objects from youngs starting from the end.

We now explain Algorithm 4 in detail. Lines 11–13 check if this
reachable object is a young object or not. If it is young, then it is
added to the storage stack. When all the reachable young objects
are found, then Lines 16–17 add all the reachable young objects
discovered by a work unit to youngs. Line 14 returns if the size of
storage stack is 0. This check is done to avoid calling the atomic
add operation as atomic operations are relatively expensive com-
pared to standard loads / stores, and calling atomic add operation
with 0 is unnecessary. Line 15 calls atomic add function which per-
forms the atomic addition in OpenCL 1.2.

4. Optimizations
We optimize FastCollect extensively to suit GPUs. In this sec-
tion, we discuss our optimizations applied to both the young and
the mature collections.

4.1 Hybrid Stack
In the core algorithm, the stack used has global storage. In OpenCL,
accessing local memory of a work unit is faster than accessing
global memory. So, we develop a hybrid stack which uses local
as well as global memory as the stack storage. Each work unit is
assigned a region of local memory, which is used in the beginning
for the hybrid stack. If the local memory gets full, then the hybrid
stack uses the space-efficient GPU-tailored stack as described in
Section 3.2. If during the execution of our algorithms, local mem-
ory once again becomes empty then the hybrid stack again starts
using the local memory until it gets full again.

Local memory assigned to each work-unit of a workgroup is
shared for the hybrid stack and for storing the local variables. Let
mem be the size of local memory available to a workgroup and n be
the number of work-units in a workgroup. Each work-unit can then
access a maximum of mem/n amount of local memory. Every node
is represented by an id which is a 32-bit integer. The maximum
number of elements a stack can hold is mem/(n×4). On our test
platform, size of the local memory is 64 kilobytes per workgroup.
With 64 work-units per workgroup, each work unit can store a
maximum of 256 elements in its local stack.

4.2 Managing Load-Imbalance
As noted by earlier works [15], there are some objects with
large out-degrees compared to many objects with smaller out-
degrees. Such a scale-free degree-distribution is responsible for
load-imbalance and thread-divergence. Thus, various threads of a
work-unit may work on nodes that have arbitrary degrees, and in
turn, several threads need to wait for the thread assigned to work
on a large out-degree node. This leads to load-imbalance.

To address this issue, we implement an idea similar in spirit, but
different from, work-stealing. Every work unit is assigned an area
of global stack storage, which it should access when it is out of
work. Here, we rely on the fact that in a global stack, if the value
of an index is -1, it is not in the stack. If a work unit detects that
it is out of work, i.e., its stack is empty, then it starts searching for
work within its area of the global stack. If it finds the value stored at
any index in its area of global stack storage is not -1, then it pushes
that element into its stack and starts working on it. Algorithm 5
outlines this load-balancing optimization. It takes four parameters:

Algorithm 5 Load-Balancing Optimization
1: function LOADBALANCING(stack storage, start, end, top)
2: for i = start to end do
3: if stack storage[i] 6= -1 then return push (stack storage, top, i)

stack storage, start and end of the global stack storage area, and
top variable. If top 6= −1, this function is called at the end of the
while loops in Algorithms 3 and 4.

This technique not only helps in distributing work over work-
units, but it also decreases thread-divergence like in Maas et
al. [15]. They also note that there are a few benchmarks like
lusearch which have long narrow tails. Our load-balancing mech-
anism can handle such cases effectively, leading to improved per-
formance (e.g., nearly 30% improvement in lusearch). However,
this technique suffers from excessive synchronization in an extreme
case when all the work is present in a single work-unit’s area of the
global stack. To address this issue, full work stealing technique
needs to be implemented. However, Veldema and Philippsen [22]
mention that developing a full work-stealing technique would seri-
alize the traversal algorithm on GPUs. Our technique of partitioned
stack does not lead to serialization and performs well in practice.

4.3 Vectorized Memory Access
OpenCL 1.2 supports many vector types like float4 and uint4.
Using these vector types, GPUs can read four floats or four integers
simultaneously instead of reading them serially. We exploit vector-
ized memory access patterns in our algorithm in two ways:

• Since each node of the reference graph is represented as an
integer we use int4 vector types to read four adjacent vertices
of a node from the edge array simultaneously.
• In load-balancing optimization, when a work-unit detects it is

out of work, it searches for work within its area of global stack
by reading an element from the stack serially. We use int4
vector types to read four vertices.

For this, we have to lay out the adjacent vertices of edge array in
such a way that they are aligned to 128-bit boundary using padding.
Although padding leads to reading extra bytes, vectorization im-
proves overall performance due to less number of memory access
requests. Maas et al. [15] also proposed a similar optimization.

4.4 Atomic Optimization
One way to synchronize across threads is to perform operations us-
ing synchronized blocks (using atomics or barriers). This demands
careful synchronization to avoid data-races, because individual in-
structions may be well-synchronized, but a set of instructions may
not be. We avoid such issues by using a lock-free marking protocol
and atomic-free checking. In the core algorithm, atomic compare-
and-exchange operation is used only for marking. Once a node is
marked, there is no need of using the atomic operation. A single
equality check will suffice if a node is already marked. This reduces
the number of atomics and also simplifies the implementation.

5. Implementation with Java 8 Hotspot
We implemented our technique in Oracle’s Java 8 Hotspot VM
[5]. Hotspot contains many types of both serial and parallel gen-
erational garbage collectors. Generational garbage collector in
Hotspot divides the heap into three generations: young, tenured,
and permanent area. Young generation is used to store newly allo-
cated objects. Tenured generation is used to store old objects which
have survived garbage collection over young partition. Young gen-
eration is also divided into three parts: Eden space, Survivor 1
space, and Survivor 2 space. An object first gets allocated in the



Eden space. If an object survives a minor garbage collection, it is
moved to Survivor 1 and if it survives again, then to Survivor 2. If
an object survives a sufficient number of minor garbage collections,
then it is moved to the tenured generation. Tenured generation is
collected during a major garbage collection.

Integration of FastCollect with Hotspot is similar to the in-
tegration presented in Maas et al. [15]. We modified the serial
generational garbage collector of Java Hotspot (also called Seri-
alGC in Java Hotspot). We added our implementation of the given
young and mature collection algorithms in the modified version
of SerialGC. Our algorithms work on the heap reference graph
which represents the structure of the heap of a Java program (ex-
plained in Section 3.1). The heap reference graph is always kept
up-to-date during the execution of the program. The heap reference
graph is divided into young generation reference graph and mature
generation reference graph. When Java Hotspot invokes SerialGC,
our OpenCL implementation of young and mature collection algo-
rithms gets executed by Java Hotspot. We implemented our algo-
rithm in Intel implementation of OpenCL 1.2 which supports zero-
copy operations. Hence, our OpenCL implementation updates the
reference graph instead of first copying into GPU’s memory, per-
forming operations and then returning the reference graph. Java
Hotspot then copies the reachable objects found in young collec-
tion to mature collection or performs sweep on mature collection
based on which of the young or mature collections are executed.

Maintenance of Heap Reference Graph. A crucial step of
Hotspot’s young generation collection algorithm is getting all the
reachable objects. Our algorithm finds all the reachable young ob-
jects and then Hotspot moves these objects to their desired place. A
heap reference graph can be created either just before every garbage
collection cycle, or on-the-fly as the mutator thread is running. We
chose to implement the latter approach as it involves relatively
lesser overhead. On-the-fly reference graph creation involves the
following steps:

1. Whenever an object is allocated and initialized, a corresponding
node is created in the young generation reference graph and
space for storing adjacent vertices is allocated at the end of the
edge array of young generation reference graph.

2. Whenever reference in the field of an object is updated, the cor-
responding entry of the edge in the edge array is also updated.

3. Whenever an object is promoted to the mature generation, the
corresponding node in the young generation reference graph
is also promoted to the mature generation reference graph by
allocating a node in the vertex array and space for storing
adjacent vertices in the edge array of the mature generation
reference graph.

4. After garbage collection is completed, all the garbage collected
objects are also removed from the heap reference graph.

Below are the reasons why we decided to divide heap reference
graph into generation reference graph rather than using heap refer-
ence graph as proposed earlier [15]:

• Since there is a separate reference graph for mature generation,
sweep phase can work on mature generation reference graph
instead of working on the whole heap reference graph.
• In a heap reference graph if a node has to be removed, then all

the later young elements have to be shifted to an earlier position.
This can be problematic if one object is removed from the heap
reference graph, then all the later objects also have to be shifted,
leading to many unnecessary operations. By dividing the heap
reference graph into generation reference graph, we ensure that
the objects of only the same generation need to be shifted in the
above scenario, improving performance.

We implemented our algorithm in OpenCL 1.2 with zero-copy
operations. Intel’s implementation of OpenCL 1.2 contains zero-
copy operations with the help of map and unmap buffer operations.
So, there is no copy overhead between CPU and GPU.

6. Evaluation
We executed DaCapo benchmarks [2] with the large input set (or
the default set when a large set is unavailable) on Hotspot. We
executed each DaCapo benchmark with three iterations and noted
the average result for three iterations. With the default configuration
of Java Hotspot’s heap (1.5 GB for our system) there were zero
number of garbage collection cycles for some benchmarks. Hence,
we decided to decrease the heap size to 512 MB. Out of 512 MB,
young generation was allocated 50 MB and the remaining 462
MB was allocated for mature generation. Metaspace region was
allocated 9 MB and class space was allocated 756 KB.

We tried different configurations for the number of work units
in a workgroup because the size of the local stack depends on the
number of work units. Increasing the number of work units per
workgroup decreases the size of the local stack. We observed the
best performance in our setup for 128 work-units per work-group
and the local stack size of 128 elements.

We executed the benchmarks on a platform with a quad-core
Intel i7-3610QM clocked at 2.3 GHz with 6 GB RAM running
Windows 7 Service Pack 1. It has an integrated Intel IvyBridge
Mobile HD 4000 GPU with 16 execution units clocked at 350 MHz.
The maximum amount of global memory of this GPU is 2 GB and
the maximum local memory per workgroup is 64 KB.

We noted the execution times of the following configurations:

• Hotspot’s parallel GC algorithm denoted by ParGC. In case
of young generation collection, ParGC represents Hotspot’s
parallel young generation collection algorithm (enabled by
-XX:+UseParallelGC) and in case of mature generation col-
lection, ParGC represents Hotspot’s parallel old generation col-
lection algorithm (enabled by -XX:+UseParallelOldGC).
• Our GPU algorithm with no optimizations denoted by GPU
• Our GPU algorithm with atomic optimization enabled denoted

by GPU+A
• Our GPU algorithm with vectorized memory access enabled

denoted by GPU+V.
• Our GPU algorithm with load-balancing optimization enabled

denoted by GPU+D.
• Our GPU algorithm with hybrid stack enabled denoted by

GPU+H.
• Our GPU algorithm with all the optimizations GPU+O
• Implementation of the algorithm proposed by Maas et al. [15]

denoted by GPUM. We implemented this algorithm with all
the optimizations using all 16 compute units and zero-copy
operations, and used for both young and mature collections.

We noted the cumulative execution times of all the minor and
the major garbage collection cycles and calculated the performance
speedup. Note that the execution time of ParGC excludes the copy
time it takes to copy young objects to their desired place for young
collection. In the case of mature collection, we report only the mark
time and not the sweep time. Like Maas et al. [15], we do not
present results for the sweep phase of mark-and-sweep collector
because we believe that the sweep phase has been considerably
optimized for GPUs by Veldema and Philippsen [22].



Benchmark ParGC GPU GPU+A GPU+H GPU+D GPU+V GPU+O
Long Linked List 7.71 2.68 2.94 1.22 0.85 1.81 0.79
256 Parallel Linked Lists 10.27 1.77 2.45 0.94 0.94 2.12 0.96
2560 Parallel Linked Lists 15.23 2.54 2.70 1.26 0.95 2.76 0.87
CompleteGraph 5.95 3.13 2.59 2.76 2.82 2.45 1.34

Table 1. Execution time (in ms) for young generation collection algorithm for microbenchmarks

6.1 Results
We evaluated our algorithm in various scenarios. We present our
findings in this section.

6.1.1 Microbenchmarks
We used four microbenchmarks to evaluate the performance of
our baseline GPU algorithm and to illustrate merits and demerits
of the proposed optimizations. Some of these benchmarks have
also been used earlier [15]. These benchmarks are written in Java.
Both young and mature collection algorithms are explicitly called
in Java Hotspot. Heap sizes for the microbenchmarks are fixed as
mentioned in Section 6.

Below is the description of each microbenchmark.

1. Long Linked List: This benchmark contains a Linked List of
2 million elements. This benchmark does not provide any ex-
plicit parallelism, and hence, it is the worst case for the GPU.
It gives us the best option to evaluate our load-balancing algo-
rithm. This benchmark is also not conducive for atomic opti-
mization since there is no object referenced by more than one
object. The extra conditional check is responsible for the over-
head. Since each object references only one object, vectorized
memory access also does not perform well.

2. 256 Parallel Linked Lists: This benchmark contains 256 Linked
Lists each containing 10,000 elements. The root set contains
the head of each linked list. This case exhibits a better degree
of parallelism compared to the previous benchmark. Hence, all
the GPU algorithms perform better in this case. Like previous
benchmark, this benchmark also does not provide any advan-
tage to atomic optimization and vectorized memory access.

3. 2560 Parallel Linked Lists: This benchmark contains 2560
Linked Lists each containing 1,000 elements. This benchmark
provides better structural parallelism than the previous two
benchmarks. Hence, our GPU algorithms outperform their CPU
counterparts in this case also. Like previous two benchmarks,
this benchmark does not provide any advantage to atomic opti-
mization and vectorized memory access.

4. CompleteGraph: This benchmark contains a complete graph of
5000 nodes with the root set containing 100 of these nodes.
Since it is a complete graph, there are 5000*(5000-1)/2 edges.
Atomic optimization proves to be good for this benchmark as
there are many common objects, and atomic optimization pre-
vents an atomic operation for the same object to be executed
again. Vectorized memory access also proves to be good as ev-
ery object references more than one, i.e., 4999 objects. Refer-
ences to these objects can be loaded using vector operations.

Table 1 shows the execution time of different young collection
algorithms. Each configuration was executed for five iterations and
average times are reported. We also evaluated all the configurations
for mature collection, and we found that the results are similar to
those for young collection. This happens because the same refer-
ence graph is being traversed in both the young and the mature
collections.
Analysis: We highlight some interesting findings about our opti-
mizations from the above experiments.

1. Atomic Optimization: Atomic optimization works well for
cases when more than one object contain a reference to another
object. This is not the case in the first three benchmarks: Long
Linked List, 256 Long Linked List, and 2560 Long Linked List.
Hence, in these benchmarks, Atomic optimization performs
poorly due to the extra conditional check. In contrast, in Com-
pleteGraph one object is referenced by 4999 other objects and
hence, Atomic optimization provides substantial improvement.

2. Load-Balancing Optimization: This optimization proves to be
useful in all the benchmarks. Since Long Linked List does not
provide any explicit parallelism, our load-balancing optimiza-
tion is effectively able to extract some parallelism. Similar to
others [15, 22], we believe this optimization is crucial.

3. Vectorized Memory Access: Vectorized memory access proves
to be useful in cases when one object references more than
one objects. This is not the case in the first three benchmarks:
Long Linked List, 256 Long Linked List, and 2560 Long Linked
List. Hence, in these benchmarks, vectorized memory access
performs poorly due to the extra memory reads. However, in
CompleteGraph this optimization proves to be useful as one
object contains references to other 4999 objects.

4. Hybrid Stack Optimization: Hybrid stack optimization is useful
for every benchmark. However, we note that this optimization
may hurt if overhead due to additional statements required to
implement this optimization is more than the performance gain.
This may happen in cases when the reference graph is relatively
small, and there are not many nodes to travel. However, in our
experience, this is not common for larger programs.

6.1.2 Collection Algorithms on DaCapo Benchmarks
We executed each benchmark for three iterations and noted the
cumulative execution times of all the young and mature collections
for each benchmark. Performance speedups of GPU+O over GPU,
ParGC, and GPUM are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

We can see that GPU+O outperforms every other algorithm.
Moreover, our optimizations (Atomic, Hybrid Stack, Load-Balancing
and Vectorized Memory Accesses) double the speed of our algo-
rithm. It has been reported earlier [15] that benchmarks such as
lusearch have long narrow tails. For such cases load-balancing
optimization is critical. We found that about 30% of speed improve-
ment in the case of lusearch was due alone to load-balancing
optimization.

6.1.3 Comparison with Related Work
Figures 4 and 5 show that GPU+O performs better than GPUM
for every benchmark. GPU+O is 42% faster than GPUM. This
improvement can be attributed to

• In Maas et al. [15] atomic increment is called O(V*E) times
and atomic max is called O(max refcount) times. On the other
hand, in GPU+O atomic cmpxchg is called O(V*E) times.
• Maas et al. [15] use only global storage for their BFS queue,

while our technique uses both the global and the local storage
for the DFS stack.
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Figure 4. Performance speedup factor for young generation collection algorithm.
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Figure 5. Performance Speedup factor for Mature Generation
Collection algorithm.

However, the unoptimized version GPU performs worse than
GPUM by Maas et al. [15] because atomic increment in GPUM
is executed in the local memory while atomic cmpxchg for GPU is
executed in the global memory.

Our implementation also consumes considerably less amount of
memory compared to earlier approaches such as Maas et al. [15].
The implementation in Maas et al. [15] allocates two queues for
each compute unit. The size of each queue is the number of
nodes in the reference graph. However, in our technique, only
one global memory space is required to allocate several stacks
for each work unit. As the number of work groups increases, our
algorithm requires no additional space. Hence, GPUM requires
2× (number of objects)× (number of compute units) size
more than our algorithm. To verify our claim, we measure the total
memory requirement of DaCapo benchmarks with different num-
bers of compute units. We note the cumulative memory required
by GPU+O and GPUM of all the garbage collection cycles of all
DaCapo benchmarks. We found that for GPU+O the cumulative
memory requirement was 48 GB (fixed) in the case of 1 to 16 com-
pute units and for GPUM the memory requirement increases from
61 GB to 976 GB for 1 to 16 compute units. This confirms that our
space-efficient stack has reduced the amount of memory required.

6.1.4 Heap Size Scaling
Another feature of our algorithm is its scalability. With the increase
in heap size, the number of nodes in the reference graph to be tra-
versed also increases. To gauge the behavior of our implementation,
we executed DaCapo benchmarks with heap sizes ranging from
500 MB to 3000 MB. We measured the performance of GPU+O
relative to ParGC. For both the configurations, we calculated the
total time of execution of young and mature collections of all the
DaCapo benchmarks. Figure 6 shows that performance speedup of
GPU+O over ParGC increases from 4.67× to 9.31×.

6.1.5 Overheads of Our Implementation
There are four sources of overheads in our implementation: (i) due
to reference graph generation, (ii) due to the launching of GPU
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Figure 6. Heap Scaling Results

kernel, (ii) memory used by our implementation, and (iv) program
locality.

To measure overheads, we executed DaCapo benchmarks on
four different configurations.

• RefGraph configuration is from Hotspot which includes creat-
ing heap reference graph when mutator thread is running, with
Hotspot’s parallel garbage collector (enabled by two options
-XX:+UseParallelGC and -XX:+UseParallelOldGC).
• VM configuration is also from Hotspot with parallel GC (en-

abled by -XX:+UseParallelGC and -XX:+UseParallelOldGC).
• VM+GPU configuration contains our implementation of the

garbage collector (with all the optimizations enabled) and the
sweep phase as proposed by Veldema and Philippsen [22] with
reference graph being created when mutator thread is running.
• VM+GPUM configuration contains implementation of garbage

collector from Maas et al. [15] and the sweep phase as proposed
by Veldema and Philippsen [22] with reference graph being
created when mutator thread is running.

We found that RefGraph has low overhead over VM. Lowest over-
head is incurred due to avrora benchmark, which is 0.13%, while
the largest overhead is incurred due to pmd, which is 8.58%. Aver-
age overhead for all the DaCapo benchmarks was 3.04%.

Percentage performance improvement of VM+GPU over VM
and VM+GPUM for various benchmarks is shown in Figure 7.
VM+GPU has an average of 10% performance improvement
over VM. VM+GPU has an average improvement of 4.3% over
VM+GPUM because GPU+O performs better than GPUM, DFS
leads to better locality than BFS, and our reference graph technique
performs better.

Similar to Hotspot’s parallel GC, our technique also performs
DFS in parallel over the root set [7] and uses work-stealing like
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Figure 7. Percentage performance improvement for DaCapo benchmarks for different configurations of Hotspot

Benchmark Cumulative Cumulative Ratio GPUSize
Heap GPUSize GC

avrora 0.30 0.28 9.64% 0.01
fop 0.15 0.87 58.67% 0.02
h2 21.84 1.74 7.97% 0.02
jython 19.05 2.62 13.75% 0.01
lusearch 4.90 0.42 8.66% 0.00
pmd 1.14 0.63 55.42% 0.03
sunflow 8.73 1.40 16.00% 0.01
tomcat 3.60 0.34 9.36% 0.01
tradebeans 21.36 4.54 21.27% 0.02
tradesoap 132.85 34.57 26.02% 0.07
xalan 10.76 1.87 17.38% 0.01
Total 224.67 48.25 21.47% 0.03

Table 2. Cumulative space requirement (in GB)

load-balancing Technique, which is similar to Hotspot’s Parallel
GC’s work-stealing technique. To verify that our technique pro-
duces the same program locality, we produced heap dump after ev-
ery garbage collection in VM+GPU and VM configurations. We
found that heap dumps produced in VM+GPU and VM after ev-
ery garbage collection were the same. Note that reference graph is
allocated in C++ heap and not in Java heap.

Launching the kernel incurs some overhead. Our GC incurs
this cost only once per garbage collection cycle. To get the launch
overhead of the kernel we measured the cost of starting an empty
kernel. We found that for the first invocation of a kernel there is
an overhead of around 1 ms and for successive invocations the
overhead is in between 0.3 ms to 0.6 ms. Hence, this overhead is
negligible compared to kernel execution time.

Although a condensed version, the heap reference graph still
requires some heap space. Table 2 shows the cumulative sum of
heap sizes across all the young and the mature collections within a
run and the amount of space used by GPU. The first column denotes
benchmarks, the second and the third columns show the cumulative
heap sizes and space used by GPU across all the young and the
mature collections within a run, the fourth column shows the ratio
of cumulative GPUSize and cumulative heap as a percentage and
the last column shows the average size used by GPU during each
collection. We can see that heap reference graph has decreased the
size considerably by an average of 78%. Also, an average of 27 MB
is used by GPU per garbage collection.

Another overhead our technique may suffer from is due to con-
flict misses in memory hierarchies not shared by the CPU and
GPU when data needs to be copied from the first generation to the
last generation. To prevent this situation we used integrated GPUs
where RAM is shared by both the devices, but a few levels of cache
may still be different. However, the effect of overheads would be
considerably low because (i) on an average, the size of the data
required by GPU is small (27 MB), (ii) only one integer of a refer-

ence graph node is modified if it is reachable, and (iii) the size of the
reachable young objects is also small. The performance improve-
ment for benchmarks with large input set shows that FastCollect
is able to overcome all these overheads and perform considerably
better than the existing techniques.

7. Related Work
Jiva and Frost [11] describe a basic technique to offload garbage
collection on an SIMD architecture. Sun and Ricci [19] have dis-
cussed about various techniques to offload operating systems tasks
on the GPU. Veldema and Philipsen [22] describe techniques to
implement a mark-sweep collector to collect GPU memory on the
GPU using BFS. With this technique the authors could provide
garbage collection to CUDA programs running on the GPU.

Maas et al. [15] propose a technique for offloading mark-and-
sweep garbage collection on the GPU. Their technique also uses
reference graph, but ours divides a reference graph into generations
for better performance. For every workgroup the authors create two
queues, in queue and out queue. In an iteration, an element is ex-
tracted from in queue, its adjacent vertices are added to out queue,
and in queue and out queue are swapped. Above loop is executed
until one of the queues becomes empty. In their technique, they
used histogram-based approach for synchronization. In contrast to
FastCollect, their approach performs BFS. To limit thread di-
vergence, Maas et al. process maximum 16 items in parallel and
store others in a global stack. Their algorithm switches to CPU
while processing long narrow tails. Our load-balancing algorithm
uses work-stealing approach to solve these issues. Both of our al-
gorithms use vectorized memory access optimization.

Several researchers have studied graph algorithms like BFS on
GPU. Harish and Narayanan [9] described many GPU based graph
algorithms, including BFS running in quadratic time. This was
improved by Luo et al. [14] using hierarchical queues and even
further by Hong et al. [10] and Merrill et al. [16].

A lot of work has been done in parallel garbage collection. Endo
et al. [4] present a parallel mark-sweep collector. They determined
that load-imbalance could quickly become an issue and hence im-
plemented a work-stealing approach to address this. This approach
is similar to our load-balancing approach where long narrow tails
could lead to load-imbalance. Attanasio et al. [1] present a compar-
ison between parallel copying versus mark-and-sweep collectors.
Gidra et al. [7] present several optimizations for Java Hotspot 7
for NUMA architecture-based machines. The ideas have been ex-
tended [8] to develop a GC technique on NUMA architecture.

8. Conclusion
We presented FastCollect, a technique to offload generational
garbage collection on GPU. FastCollect contains two algo-
rithms: young collection algorithm to collect young generations



and mature collection algorithm to collect the oldest generation.
We focused on the mark phase of a generational mark-sweep col-
lector. FastCollect first assigns every root node to a work-unit
and then performs DFS on each root node in parallel. We presented
a space-efficient stack implementation which is the stack used by
DFS. We also presented a hybrid stack, atomic operations, load-
balancing, and vectorized memory access optimizations for our
algorithm. We found that these optimizations provide about 2×
speedup.

We found that FastCollect performs 4-5× better than Hotspot’s
Parallel GC. We also found that FastCollect not only performs
42% better, but also requires less memory than a related state-of-
the-art. We also found that FastCollect scales well with heap-
size.

We believe our technique to be applicable to other integrated
platforms and other Hotspot versions also. Intel Atom x5 and x7 se-
ries of processors contain GPUs of similar processing power (200-
600 MHz) and execution units (12 and 16) similar to our test plat-
form (16 execution units and 350 MHz base frequency). Moreover,
System-on-Chips are short on memory and CPUs. FastCollect
not only uses less memory but also leaves the CPU to do other use-
ful tasks. Hence, we believe that FastCollect would prove to be
good garbage collection algorithm on System-on-Chips.

8.1 Future Work
Although we implemented a load-balancing technique, it can be
further improved with dynamic load-balancing. Flood et al. [6]
have shown a parallel garbage collector using work-stealing ap-
proach on CPU, but it is difficult to implement the same on GPU
due to GPU’s SIMT nature. We believe that with the recent ad-
vances in hardware, this should be possible in the near future.
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